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The Performance Hunt  

by Goran Vasiljevic 

Funds generally perform better than their investors. This 

is because they often only get involved when things are 

going well - which is too late to achieve good results in 

the long term.  

 

Therefore, investors should adopt principles that help them protect themselves from themselves when making 

long-term investment decisions. If they do that and look ahead objectively, they will find that the current market 

environment gives disciplined investors good reasons to optimistically pursue value style investing after a long 

dry spell. 

 

„The Paradox of Dumb Money1“, describes the phenomenon that many investors significantly underperform 

the funds in which they invest. Greed and overestimation of one's own abilities, especially in the area of market 

timing, often lead investors to draw the wrong conclusions at the wrong time. Furthermore, as humans we are 

conditioned to make more emotional decisions when faced with uncertainty, which of course does not have a 

positive impact on our wealth. Believing that we make better decisions than the market is treacherous. 

Because that's not the case, as a wide variety of research shows. For example, the "CGM Focus Fund" was 

the best-performing U.S. equity fund between 2000 and 2009, rising more than 18 percent annually and 

outperforming its nearest competitor by more than three percentage points. At the same time, investors in 

the fund averaged a performance of -3%. An "insane result" - and this is just one example of many. The 

frightening and regrettable thing is that this happens over and over again. Investors buy at the wrong time 

because past performance is a devilish guide.  

The situation is similar, for example, with the "ARKK Innovation Fund", as seen in Figure 1. By mid-2017, this 

still had under $100 million under management. Investors kept following the strong performance of tech 

stocks until the fund managed almost 30 billion US dollars in February 2021. Since then, the fund has lost 

almost 70%. 

 
1 Gray, Wesley: Quantitative Value: A Practitioner's Guide to Automating Intelligent Investment and Eliminating 
Behavioral Errors 
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Figure 1: ARKK Innovation ETF, Price & Total Assets 

 

In Figure 2, we also see that the number of shares outstanding is still unimpressed by the performance. 

Investors were almost maximally invested at the performance peak.  

Figure 2: ARKK Innovation ETF, Total Assets & Shares Outstanding 

 

Why is that? Investors often chase after market developments because they get in when things are already 

going well, like lemmings approaching the abyss. In doing so, it is already too late to achieve good results in 

the long term, because this often means that they must be prepared to buy the assets at a higher price but 

more importantly often at a higher valuation. The valuation at the starting point of an investment plays the 

most important role for future investment performance. If you invest in the segment that was the best, you 

run the risk of having already missed a large part of the cycle. For investors, this means that it is not enough 

to deduce the future from the past. The "Süddeutsche Zeitung", a German newspaper, recently gave an 

example of this: "Investing in hot tips, in individual companies that are particularly in demand at the moment, 

is a fire hazard. Companies in the technology sector, which had previously been the subject of great hype, 

have recently suffered the greatest losses on the stock market. Anyone who bet a large part of their money 

on them is now down by up to 80 percent."  
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Instead, the rule is to invest in concepts and processes that are well positioned today to take full advantage 

of a new cycle. It continues to buy from the market procyclically, that is, after a segment has done well. In 

doing so, it is much easier to achieve above-average performance over the long term by buying substantial 

fund shares when they are valued low. 

Companies with high valuations have a very low tolerance for errors 

This is currently illustrated by the (supposed) conflict of "value investing" versus "growth investing". The 

relative popularity of growth investing depends heavily on how investors view and value the future. Time and 

again, investors move away from fundamental expectations and valuations, looking exclusively at the upside 

and very little at the downside. For high-valuation growth companies, the margin of error is very low, and any 

deviation in the development forecast increases the risk of a significant downside. This creates a massive risk 

of paying too high a price for the business and thus achieving weaker performance in the long run. There will 

always be strong companies where value investors are too conservative. However, we also see procyclical 

investor behavior that comes after good performance. In this context, we like to remember that we too should 

have seen growth as value in 2011.  

Value investing can be a contrarian philosophy  

We believe that value investing is on the verge of a renaissance. Value investing as an investment style has 

experienced a drought in recent years unlike any in decades past. For us, value investing is much more than 

a style or a factor premium. Rather, it is a philosophy that requires, among other things, an inner attitude and 

stability that can often go against general market opinion. Value investors buy stocks (even those whose 

intrinsic value may not include – or require – much growth in the future) out of a conviction that the current 

value is higher than the current price. 

The best buying opportunities for value stocks always come when the market is very pessimistic. We saw this 

in the 2009 financial crisis, the 2011 recession, the crash at the start of the Corona pandemic in March 2020, 

and after the Brexit. At those times, investor sentiment was overwhelmingly pessimistic, valuations were at 

their rock bottom, and thus future returns were very promising for opportunistic investors. Our primary 

objective consistently remains to select companies that are undervalued relative to their fundamentals. 

Nobody wants to be the first to venture into Value investments 

This means that the current market environment offers disciplined value investors good reasons to be 

cautiously optimistic after a long dry spell. To be sure, the market is not yet positioned, because value 

investing, based on the experience of the past few years, has not "felt good" so far. No one wants to be the 

first to venture into value, which is why performance does not yet reflect the new strength. There has been a 

lot of uncertainty over the past two years due to the Covid 19 pandemic and a massive performance gap 

between value and growth. This has once again driven herd behavior among investors and widened the gap 

between value and growth. However, pure herd behavior is not promising from a long-term perspective. 

Therefore, value is now waiting to get up quickly and come back with a vengeance. 

Active value portfolio far from the mainstream 

We believe that there can hardly be a better long-term outlook than at present: Valuations are low, companies' 

quarterly figures are good, and, after factoring in the uncertainties, there are buying opportunities. After more 

than a decade of value underperformance, the mood among investors seems to be changing. Earnings 

expectations for value stocks in the U.S. have risen 42 percent since 2016 through early 2022 - while prices 

have risen "only" 50 percent. Growth stocks, on the other hand, experienced a 68 percent increase in earnings 
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expectations coupled with a 173 percent increase in share prices. The value case is winning fans again and 

will continue to do so with more arguments to come. 

In summary, this means a perfect starting position for an active value portfolio far away from the mainstream! 

From our perspective, the current outlook is promising for disciplined value investors. Of course, we don't 

know when the cycle will turn for good. We are convinced that it will happen and therefore continue to 

consistently pursue our value strategy. 
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Disclaimer: 

Lingohr & Partner Asset Management GmbH is a financial services institution as defined by the German 

Banking Act and is subject to supervision through the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt 

für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht - BaFin). Its registered office is in Erkrath, Germany. 

This presentation is intended exclusively for individuals who, professionally or commercially, buy or sell 

securities or other investments for their own account or on behalf of others (institutional investors). 

Lingohr & Partner Asset Management GmbH is the author of this presentation. Reproduction of this 

presentation, duplication of the information or data contained therein, particularly the use of text, graphics or 

image material, whether entirely or partially, is permitted only if specific approval thereto has been given by 

Lingohr & Partner Asset Management GmbH. 

Lingohr & Partner Asset Management GmbH reserves the right to change or add to the information contained 

in this presentation.  

Past performance of financial instruments is no guarantee of future results.  

We do not provide any guarantees regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information. 

 


